
SLH-SERIES
Automatic Sliding Doors



Deutschtec SLH-Series

Outstanding quality and unique design

have made the perfect combination in

Deutschtec SLH products. These highly

intelligent models enjoy incredible strength

as well. Employing world-famous German

technology has made Deutschtec SLH se-

ries into robust and sturdy products which

will easily handle heavy weights – as a

result of using triple-glazing glass, for in-

stance – and painlessly resist tension – for

example, caused by extreme weather con-

ditions. Due to these models' smart design

to be energy- saving and immune to wear,

we have been able to present you an en-

try solution which is long-lasting, environ-

ment-friendly and an excellent value for

your money. What is more, they have all

successfully passed one-million-cycle test

and are TUV approved.

This series' toughness, however, has not

made it any less attractive. Deutschtec

SLH series' versatility promises to match

all and every design you have in mind. We

have a vision and it is to bring your vision

to life!
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Product Overview

compliant with EU standard

EN 16005

compliant with EU standard

EN 60335

compliant with EU low-voltage

directives

compliant with german

standard DIN 18650

compliant with EU standard

EN ISO 13849-1:2008

compliant with EU EMC

directives

manufactured according to

ISO 9001:2000

TÜV approved

CE conformity

tested for 1.000.000 cycles

SLH239 SLH240
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opening width - single panel

SLH239 SLH240

opening width - double panel

max leaf weight, single

max leaf weight, double

operator height

operator depth

opening speed

closing speed

hold-open time

ambient temperature

protection class

100% german-made

operator kit

track profile 

anti-noise rubber profile

external protected power

supply 

input power

gear motor power

maximum power

consumption

maximum operation cycles

with 2.2 Ah backup battery
(optional)

maximum operation cycles

with 7.2 Ah backup battery
(optional)

800 - 2000mm 800 - 2000mm

1000 - 3000mm 1000 - 3000mm

150kg 200kg

2 x 100kg 2 x 150kg

155mm 155mm

160mm 160mm

100 - 550mm/s 100 - 550mm/s

100 - 500mm/s 100 - 500mm/s

0 - 30s 0 - 30s

-15 to +50°C -15 to +50°C

IP20 IP20

anti-crash
stainless steel

anti-crash
stainless steel

230V AC  10%,
50/60Hz

+- 230V AC  10%,
50/60Hz

+-

50W 100W

200W 250W

450 400

1100 1000
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possibility to use safety

sensors with testing signal

SLH239 SLH240

mechanical key switch

24V DC output for external

accessories

power lock

lock monitoring

programmable output
(optional)

programmable input
(optional)

possibility to adjust force

limitation according to DIN

18650 and EN 16005

possibility of using electro-

mechanical lock (optional)

possibility of using digital

programme switch (optional)

read-out error memory with

error codes (with digital programme switch)

possibility of using more

software and hardware

options by using DEAP

device (optional)

possibility of using highly secure

electromechanical multi-point lock
(HSML)
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V-Shape door 

SLH239 SLH240Variants:

Curved door

Break out

Telescopic door

FrameTypes:

THB

UTS

Frameless

TBS

Saturn

W

Wp

17

63
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Control Unit

Our innovative and smart entry solution, SLH series, has been certified by TÜV NORD CERT GmbH for

its superior quality, excellent performance and safety.

Ideal Solution for Ideal Entry

Deutschtec has joined up with Leesys GmbH, a part of Siemens Enterprise Communication, to create a

fully German high-tech novel control unit. Our latest software has equipped this control unit to save more

energy, be more user-friendly and allow door networking for up to 256 doors without any additional device

requirement and unlimited number of doors by building segmented network branches.

Highest Quality:
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Stainless Steel and Aluminum Track Profiles

Our rail profile is a combination of a changeable

aluminum profile and sound absorbing rubber

profile. The wear freedom and the robustness

increases the lifetime of the sliding door and

guarantees quietness even after years. The rub-

ber profile prevents the transfer of sounds from

the sliding door to the building parts. You will en-

joy the quietness.

Deutschtec SLH series' detachable stainless steel

profile together with its rubber profile have brought

you smooth hushed performance. Our wear-free

sturdy profile sets are here to ensure the doors'

durability and softness of operation.

One of a Kind 

Aluminum

Stainless Steel
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Power Lock

In many cases, there is no real need for (optional) electromechanical lock and buildings ensure security

by other means. However, it is necessary for the entrance to be allowed limited access. In this case,

power lock free function is a wholesome solution. When the door is locked, if there is pressure on it for

becoming open, the motor will use its full power in the opposite direction and make it practically improbable

to enter for unauthorized individuals.

STOP

Highly secure electromechanical multi-point lock (HSML)

This highly secure electromechanical multi-point lock

is a real necessity in places where increased security

is demanded. Using steel pins, it will simultaneously

lock the leaves together and to the floor, which has

been pre-drilled to provide the required holes for the

pins. Intruders will be slowed down and stopped due

to this lock's power to resist dynamic/static forces and

aggressive tools such as wedges.
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Gear Motor

SLH series is driven by a highly powerful reliable electromotor made by German manufacturer, Dunkermo-

toren GmbH. Having met various international standards, our motors are made service-free, sturdy and

long-lasting.

Strength and Efficiency
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SLH240

Deutschtec SLH240 is your ultimate solution for demanding interior or exterior applications or where tall

or wide heavy doors and double or especially triple-glazing glass is a necessity. This model has brought

superior strength and incredible resistance to wear together with beauty and elegance. Due to its rubber

profile, you hear nothing more than a whisper. Its stainless steel track profile promises to stay with you

for all time and make your choice energy-saving and cost-effective. SLH240 has been certified as a pro-

duct which satisfies all safety needs.
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SLH239

Deutschtec SLH239 is your best option for interior

or exterior applications with high traffic where

normal glass and average-sized door will do just

fine. This reliable model is an excellent combi-

nation of futuristic design and top-notch techno-

logy. Its stainless steel track profile offers stren-

gth and longevity.  Its rubber profile has the gift

of quietness with it. SHL239's highest standards

ensure its top-of-the-range quality.
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opening width - single panel

opening width - double panel

max leaf weight, single

max leaf weight, double

operator height

operator depth

opening speed

closing speed

hold-open time

ambient temperature

protection class

100% german-made

operator kit

track profile 

anti-noise rubber profile

external protected power

supply 

anti-crash
stainless steel
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input power

gear motor power

maximum power

consumption

2nd motor for emergency

opening

using dual motor gear and

control unit set for safe

emergency opening and

double life time operation

complete unit

backup battery for 

emergency opening

combined safety and acti-

vation sensors with testing

signal and 100Hz out put

for escape routes (according to

DIN 18650 & EN 16005)

emergency exit routes in

both directions

24V DC output for external

accessories

power lock

lock monitoring

programmable output
(optional)

programmable input
(optional)

possibility of using electro-

mechanical lock (optional)

possibility of using digital

programme switch (optional)

read-out error memory with

error codes (with digital programme

switch)

mechanical key switch

possibility of using highly

secure electromechanical

multi-point lock (HSML)

possibility of using more

software and hardware

options by using DEAP

device (optional)

Frame Types

compliant with german

standard DIN 18650

compliant with EU standard

EN 16005

compliant with EU standard

EN 60335

compliant with EU low-

voltage directives

compliant with EU standard

EN ISO 13849-1:2008

compliant with EU EMC

directives

manufactured according to

ISO 9001

TÜV approved

CE conformity

tested for 1.000.000 cycles
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compliant with german standard DIN 18650

compliant with EU standard EN 16005

compliant with EU standard EN 60335

compliant with EU standard EN ISO

13849-1:2008

compliant with EU low-voltage directives

compliant with EU EMC directives

manufactured according to ISO 9001:2008

TÜV approved

CE conformity

tested for 1.000.000 cycles
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opening width - double leaf

opening width - four leaves

max leaf weight, double

max leaf weight, four

operator height

operator depth

opening speed

closing speed

hold-open time

ambient temperature

protection class

100% german-made operator kit

track profile

anti-noise rubber profile

external protected power supply

input power

gear motor power

2nd motor for emergency opening

using dual motor gear and control unit set

for safe emergency opening and double life

time operation

maximum power consumption

maximum operation cycles with 2.2 Ah

battery (optional)

maximum operation cylces with 7.2 Ah

battery (optional)

anti-crash stainless steel anti-crash stainless steel

+-+-

20
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backup battery for emergency opening

combined safety and activation sensors with

testing signal and 100Hz output for escape

routes (according to DIN 18650 & EN 16005)

emergency exit routes in both directions

mechanical key switch

24V DC output for external accessories

oower lock

possibility of using electromechanical lock

(optional)l

lock monitoring

possibility of using digital programme switch

(optional)l

read-out error memory with error codes

(with digital programme switch)l

programmable output (optional)

programmable input (optional)

possibility of using more software and

hardware options by using DEAP device

(optional)

Frame Types

THB

TBS

UTS

Saturn

Frameless
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Frames

Deutschtec PrimeDrive series can be matched with many different types of frames such as THB, TBS,

UTS and Saturn or they can even be employed frameless. This versatility allows this series to be really

flexible toward its respected clients' visions and wants.

A great choice of frame to pair with this impeccable series is thermal break frames (THB) which by in-

sulating the door against undesired or harsh weather conditions, save the energy and consequently,

your budget! Furthermore, since these are incredibly strong frames, they are an ideal option when he-

avy doors are required.

polyamid reverse

EPDM profile

corner connector

double glazing

aluminum frame profile

Thermal Break Frame
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TBS

This frame is the non-thermal break version of TBS and has

all its advantages. Due to not being thermal break, it has an

even more competitive price. While enjoying all TBS beauties,

for buildings’ inside doors and for places where the exchange

of cold and hot air does not matter much, UTS is an excellent

value.

UTS

This is a reasonably-priced frame suitable for single-glazing

and tampered glass. When you wish to have a glass frontage

and yet, prefer to use a thin frame instead of frameless glass,

Saturn is a convenient low-priced solution.

SATURN

This full-glass system is the most suitable choice for those

who wish to have elegance combined with radiance. These

sliding doors provide excellent light exchange between inside

and outside.

FRAMELESS

When saving energy is of importance, TBS frame is an econo-

mical and inexpensive solution. Besides being thermal break,

it can be coupled with double-glazing glass. Its thinness and

also one-of-a-kind combination with Deutschtec PrimeDrive

series, which hides the upper horizontal profile inside the

operator’s case, has made TBS frame a smart gorgeous choice

for modern architecture. This type of frame has successfully

been tested for escaped doors.
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EN.51.28072017

Deutschtec GmbH
Am Fuchsbau 13

15345 Petershagen/Eggersdorf
Germany

Phone: +49 (0)3341 30 22 4 - 0
Fax: +49 (0)3341 30 22 4 - 25

Web: www.deutschtec.de
Mail: info@deutschtec.de
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